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Discussion/interpretation: Youth residing in a Children’s Residential Setting (Service Element 142) who have been assigned to service group five and have a behavior support score through the Oregon Needs Assessment (ONA) process, may have maintenance of the Positive Behavior Support Plan (OR310) authorized by their Children’s Residential Specialist for up to 30 hours per plan year.

Implementation/transition instructions: The Children’s Residential Specialist must verify that the youth has been assigned to service group 5b. The chosen services section of the ISP, or change form, must document that the youth has been assigned
to service group 5b and that they have a behavior support score though the current ONA. When opening a plan line in Plan of Care the notes section must document “current ONA assigns individual as 5B”. Residential specialists are responsible to ensure that the services invoiced as OR310 are in line with OAR 411-304 and the Expenditure Guidelines. To exceed 30 hours of OR310 a request must be made through the Exceptions Process.
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